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Abstract 13 

The growing interest in shallow geothermal resources leads to dense installation areas, where 14 
interference and decrease in efficiency might occur. To optimize geothermal use in cities which 15 
prevents interference between neighbouring and future installations, we present a novel concept 16 
relying on the definition of thermal protection perimeters (TPP) around geothermal installations. 17 
These perimeters are determined by quantifying the thermal probability of capture around closed- and 18 
open-loop geothermal systems. Then, the maximal acceptable power that can be exploited in the 19 
vicinity of the installations can be continuously mapped. Existing analytical heat transport models are 20 
adapted to calculate these thermal capture probabilities. Two applications are illustrated in Lyon 21 
(France). The first application shows that adapted analytical models can help to manage multiple 22 
geothermal installations already in place in sectors of few square kilometres. In the second application, 23 
a numerical deterministic model is used to determine the TPP of one open-loop system at a local scale. 24 
The numerical approach applied for this case allows to account for flow disturbances caused by 25 
underground constructions, and thus offers a refined representativeness of the probability of capture. 26 
The presented methodology facilitates compatibility assessments between existing and planned new 27 
geothermal installations, which is otherwise not feasible by only mapping thermal plumes caused by 28 
existing installations, as done in common practice. 29 

Highlights 30 

• A novel methodology to manage multiple geothermal installations is presented. 31 
• This methodology is based on the delineation of capture zones. 32 
• Two analytical models are adapted to determine thermal probabilities of capture. 33 
• A numerical model is used to apply the methodology in a densely built environment.  34 
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Nomenclature table  37 

Symbol Variable Unit 

b Thickness of aquifer [m] 

BMAP Background maximal acceptable power [W] 

C Volumetric heat capacity  [J Kg-1 K-1] 

D Hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient  [m2 s-1] 

Fo Energy injection per length of borehole [W m-1] 

FPTA Heat flow through protection target area [W] 

g Transfer function [-] 

i Hydraulic gradient [-] 

I External power [W] 

K Hydraulic conductivity [m s-1] 

MAP Maximal acceptable power [W] 

n Porosity [-] 

p Probability [-] 

qh Injected heat power [W] 

Qp Injection/pumping rate  [m3 s-1]  

t Time [s] 

T Calculated temperature [K] 

Tinj Temperature of injected water [K] 

Ta Undisturbed temperature of aquifer [K] 

Tp Temperature at the production well (open system) [K] 

ΔTinj Temperature difference between Tinj and Ta [K] 

ΔT Temperature difference between T and Ta [K] 

ΔTo Temperature difference at injection point [K] 

ΔTmax Maximal temperature alteration [K] 

va Seepage velocity  [m s-1] 

x x-coordinate [m] 

y y-coordinate [m] 

Y Dimension of planar source in y-direction [m] 

α Dispersivity [m] 

λ Thermal conductivity [W m-1 K-1] 

Subscripts 

BHE Individual borehole   

cl Closed-loop geothermal installation  

op Open-loop geothermal installation  

up Upstream  

dw Downstream  

k Installation or borehole index  

w Water  

s Soil  

m Porous media  

L Longitudinal  

T Transverse  
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1 Introduction 38 

There is an increasing interest in utilizing shallow ground and groundwater as a source for geothermal 39 
heating and cooling [1-4]. Either open- or closed-loop systems can be used for heat exchange with the 40 
subsurface to supply heat pumps of buildings. Open-loop systems are either single or groups of wells 41 
which utilize groundwater directly as a heat carrier. Commonly, such groundwater heat pump 42 
(GWHP) systems are installations of doublet configurations with an extraction well for groundwater 43 
abstraction, and an injection well, where water is injected back into the same aquifer at the same rate, 44 
but at an altered temperature [5, 6]. Standard closed-loop systems consist of vertical boreholes (BHEs) 45 
where plastic tubes are installed for circulating a heat carrier fluid. Such ground source heat pump 46 
(GSHP) systems are implemented with single or multiple vertical BHEs depending on the heat 47 
demand that must be supplied [7]. 48 

Augmented geothermal utilization entails a higher density of installations and potential competition 49 
among adjacent systems. This raises the need for management of neighbouring installations that may 50 
interfere with each other [8-13]. Interference means that the thermal impact of one system is not only 51 
measurable as local temperature anomaly in the ground, but it also influences the performance of 52 
another system in the vicinity. When neighbouring geothermal installations are regularly operated in a 53 
similar mode of seasonal heating and cooling, there is a risk that thermal interference mitigates the 54 
technological performance [14-17]. Thus, for concerted management of dense installations, especially 55 
in cities, authorities and operators have to account for potential thermal interference. Proper 56 
management of these systems, however, is not only required in order to regulate the competition for 57 
the limited geothermal resource, but is also particularly relevant for sustainable thermal groundwater 58 
management that prevents heating or cooling of the subsurface towards environmentally critical levels 59 
[18, 19]. 60 

In the scientific literature, there have been several concepts presented to support spatial planning and 61 
management of co-existing geothermal applications. A common procedure is the application of (semi-62 
) analytical [15, 20, 21] or numerical models [12, 22-26] to describe the thermal stress of urban 63 
aquifers. Analytical models are commonly based on superpositioning of line-source models that allow 64 
straightforward simulation of multiple interacting BHEs of closed-loop systems [27-30]. Single 65 
GWHP systems can also be simulated by analytical models [6, 13, 31], but especially when the focus 66 
is on interference among neighbouring and larger systems, numerical models are commonly favoured 67 
[12, 32-34].  68 

Available concepts set the focus on deterministic simulation. Aside from this, thermal impact is often 69 
quantified by arbitrary temperature thresholds in order to delineate thermal plumes and/or so-called 70 
“thermally affected zones” (TAZ) [20, 35-37]. A common practice is to map thermal plumes caused 71 
by existing installations to guide positioning of new installations outside of these TAZ. This, however, 72 
may be misleading, as beyond such theoretical plume boundaries geothermal systems also have 73 
thermal impact. Consequently, beyond these boundaries, there may exist thermal interference among 74 
neighbouring installations. As a solution, a very narrow threshold could be chosen. In this case, the 75 
theoretical plume extensions become enormous as a consequence of lateral heat diffusion described by 76 
Fourier’s law. This would be unreasonable and prohibitive for any new geothermal installations, 77 
despite only marginal interference. In view of this, there is obviously a need for alternative criteria 78 
rather than relying only on a fixed temperature threshold. However, a temperature threshold is a 79 
convenient criterion that can be easily understood, measured and applied. Ideally, we can refer to a 80 
certain temperature threshold depending on thermal performance ranges of geothermal devices, but we 81 
should also interpret its relation to hydro-thermal interference in terms of competitive geothermal 82 
energy use of neighbouring systems.   83 
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In this study, a novel methodology to quantify and prevent thermal interference is presented. The aim 84 
of this methodology is to define the appropriate distance that should be kept between existing and 85 
future installations of different power to protect existing installations and optimally manage the urban 86 
thermal use of shallow groundwater. The following section introduces how thermal capture probability 87 
can be used as a criterion to define protection perimeters around geothermal installations. 88 
Subsequently, analytical models are adapted to calculate thermal capture probabilities, as well as the 89 
maximal acceptable power that can be exploited by open- and closed-loop geothermal installations. 90 
These analytical as well as numerical simulations are subsequently applied to two case studies. The 91 
first one illustrates how adapted analytical models can help to manage multiple open geothermal 92 
installations on a district scale. The second application shows how numerical models can be used to 93 
quantify thermal capture probability around a geothermal installation on the scale of a project, where 94 
groundwater flow is disturbed by several underground constructions. 95 

2 Definition of a thermal protection perimeter  96 

The problem we are studying is to define a thermal protection perimeter around a geothermal 97 
installation to avoid an unreasonable temperature alteration (∆����), which would be caused by an 98 
external heat injection � (Fig. 1). By “unreasonable” we refer to any unwanted, threatening, technically 99 
critical or illegal temperature alteration. The following definitions are given: 100 

- The protection target area (PTA) of a geothermal installation is defined as the small core 101 
area that includes all heat production devices of the installation. 102 

- The thermal protection perimeter (TPP) of an installation is defined as the surrounding area, 103 
where an external heat injection � generates a temperature alteration above ∆���� in the 104 
protection target area of the installation. 105 

The interaction between the external heat injection and the PTA can be described by a transfer 106 
function, which is defined as the outlet response of the advective-dispersive system to a heat Dirac 107 
input at the location of the external heat injection. This transfer function represents a probability 108 
density function of travel time distribution between the external heat injection location and the PTA. 109 
This concept is commonly used to define protection perimeters around water supply wells that are 110 
prone to contamination [38-41]. For further details on mathematical techniques for obtaining transfer 111 
functions in hydrogeology, readers are referred to [42, 43]. Based on the analogy between the 112 
advection-dispersion equation for solute and heat transport, this was adopted by Milnes and Perrochet 113 
[44] to assess the impact of thermal feedback and recycling within single geothermal well doublets. A 114 
similar approach is proposed here, but the new idea is for separately operating potentially competitive 115 
neighbouring systems.  116 

Given a transfer function �(	) between the location of an external heat injection and the PTA, the 117 
probability �(	) that a heat quantity introduced into the aquifer at the injection location is captured at 118 
the PTA at a time 	 is obtained by 119 

�(	) =  �(�)�� d� . (1) 

The probability �(	) also denotes the fraction of a heat quantity injected at time 	 = 0 arriving at the 120 
PTA within a time 	. Then, if the heat flow introduced into the aquifer at the injection location is 121 
expressed as �(	), the heat flowing through the PTA, ����(	), results from the convolution of the 122 
transfer function �(	) with the introduced heat flow �(	): 123 
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����(	)  =  �(�)�(	 − �)�� d� . (2) 

Subsequently, Eq. (2) is adopted for open- and closed-loop systems based on the following 124 
assumptions: 125 

• A constant undisturbed background temperature �� is considered. 126 

• Heat transport is studied under steady-state hydraulic conditions and natural hydraulic 127 
fluctuations are assumed negligible. This also means that any external heat injection by a 128 
neighbouring system is assumed to have a negligible temporal influence on the flow regime. 129 
This is valid for closed-loop systems at any time when buoyancy and density effects can be 130 
ignored [26].  131 

• The external heat injection can be described as constant input. 132 

 133 

Figure 1: Illustration of protection target areas (PTA) of open-loop (a) and closed-loop (b) geothermal systems 134 
operating within a 2D model aquifer with a regional groundwater flow from the West to the East. 135 

2.1 Open systems 136 

In case of open-loop systems, the PTA is reduced to the location and surroundings of the production 137 
well (Fig. 1a). This is because only around the production well a capture zone can be delineated. Let 138 
us focus only on the fraction of heat produced additionally by a geothermal system as a consequence 139 

of interference. The heat flow ������ (	) abstracted from the aquifer by the production well due to the 140 
interference with the external heat injection at a given time is expressed as: 141 ������ (	) = �� ∙ �� ∙ (��(	) − ��)  (3) 

where �� is the pumping rate of the production well, �  is the volumetric heat capacity of water, �� is 142 

the groundwater temperature abstracted at the production well and �� is the undisturbed temperature. 143 
Eqs. (2) and (3) can be combined as follows: 144 
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������ (	) = ! �(�)�(	 − �)�
� d� = �� ∙ �� ∙ (��(	) − ��(	))   (4) 

As the external heat injection �(	) is defined as a constant input, and considering Eq. (1), Eq. (4) can 145 
be rewritten: 146 � ∙ �(	) = �� ∙ �� ∙ (��(	) − ��)   (5) 

This can be rearranged to express the temperature at the production well: 147 

��(	) =  �� " � ∙ �(	)�� ∙ �� (6) 

For all time ranging from 0 to 	, the condition to protect the production well of this open-loop system 148 
is expressed by  149 ��(	) −  �� # ∆���� (7) 

Combining Eqs. (6) and (7), the thermal protection criteria is delineated by adhering to the following 150 
condition:  151 

�(	) #  ∆����  ∙ �� ∙ ���  (8) 

This criterion means that if the external heat injection � is located in an area where the heat probability 152 
of capture is low enough, the warming of abstracted groundwater at the production well of the open-153 
loop system will be lower than ∆����. 154 

2.2 Closed systems 155 

In case of a closed-loop system, the PTA includes all BHEs of the installation (Fig. 1b). For each 156 

BHE, the heat power in place in groundwater of the associated area ����$% (	) is expressed as 157 ����$% (	) = �& ∙ �� ∙ (��(	) − ��')  (9) 

where �& is the fictive Darcy inflow calculated around the borehole of a diameter (: 158 �& = ( ∙ )�  ∙ * (10) 

Here, �� is the mean groundwater in the PTA and ��' is the mean groundwater temperature in the PTA 159 

before any external injection of heat, and n represents the (effective) porosity. Considering that 160 
definition, ��' − �� represents the mean thermal impact caused by the closed-loop system in the PTA. 161 
Following the same procedure as exposed for open-loop systems in Chap. 2.1, and replacing �� by ��' 162 
and �� by �&, we arrive at 163 

�(	) #  ∆�+,- ∙./∙��0   . (11) 

  164 
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3 Quantifying thermal capture probabilities 165 

Thermal capture probability refers to a given geothermal installation and is defined as the probability 166 
that the heat from any spatial point is transported to this installation. This yields a map of increasing 167 
thermal capture probability towards the installation. The concept of thermal capture probability is 168 
developed by exploiting the analogy with the description of an advective-dispersive solute transport 169 
problem [42, 43]. The mathematical technique to compute a probability field for a thermal quantity to 170 
reach a domain of interest assumes injection of a thermal pulse in the domain of interest, and it solves 171 
the heat transport equation considering a reverse flow. The probability field can then be calculated by 172 
integration of the heat signal moving in the backward direction. Because the thermal response of a 173 
pulse is the derivative function of the thermal response of a constant heat load, this problem can be 174 
equivalently solved by studying groundwater temperature disturbances in the backward direction 175 
caused by a constant thermal anomaly of, for instance, ∆� = 1 2 assigned at the location of the 176 
geothermal device. Consequently, any analytical and numerical models available for simulation of the 177 
thermal impact caused by a heat injection in groundwater in the forward direction of flow can be used 178 
to determine capture probabilities in the backward direction.  179 

3.1 Open-loop systems 180 

According to Stauffer et al. [7], there exists no exact analytical solution for simulating the thermal 181 
response of an aquifer that accounts for reinjection of water at a temperature different from the 182 
extracted water. However, to evaluate the zone of thermal influence or TAZ caused by an open-loop 183 
system, approximate solutions can be used. The applicability of semi-analytical techniques to predict 184 
the thermal plume around open-loop systems under uniform advective flow conditions was inspected 185 
by Pophillat et al. [37]. It was demonstrated that the planar advective heat transport model (PAHM), 186 
introduced by Domenico and Robbins [45] and modified by Hähnlein et al. [46], is appropriate for 187 
conditions with moderate groundwater flow velocity (1 m d-1). The PAHM allows to compute 188 
downstream (x > 0) thermal anomalies caused by a warm/cold water injection located at the origin 189 
(3 = 0, 4 = 0) in a two-dimensional (2D) model with groundwater flowing in the 3-axis direction: 190 

∆�(3, 4, 	) = 5∆��4 7 erfc < ��*� 3 − )�	2>?�@	 A BC
Derf EF

FG 4 " H22I?J 3)�KL
LM − erf EF

FG 4 − H22I?J 3)�KL
LM
NO
P

 (12) 

with: 191 

∆�� = ��)�*� H (13) 

�� = QRS  (14) 

QR = � ∆�TUV�� (15) 

where �� is the energy injection per length of the aquifer (W m-1), Y is the dimension of the source in 192 
the y-direction, and QR is the injected heat power. The parameters Dx and Dy in Eq. (12) are the 193 
longitudinal and transversal hydrodynamic dispersion coefficients, respectively, and they are defined 194 
as follows: 195 

?�/J = X+U$Y " Z[/�)� (16) 196 
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The subscripts L and T refer to longitudinal and transversal direction with respect to the groundwater 197 
flow direction.  198 

The source length H is given by:  199 

H = .\]^,U (17) 200 

To calculate probability fields upstream of production wells of open-loop systems, Eq. (12) is 201 
rearranged considering ∆�TUV = 1 K, and a reverse flow is assumed meaning that 3 becomes −3:  202 

�a�(3, 4, 	) = b .\c]^,Ude erfc fg h+ihY�g^,�j>&-k� l merf n JopqjI&rs-t,u − erf n JgpqjI&rs-t,uv (18) 203 

This adapted model is implemented to quantify the probability of capture after an arbitrary period of 204 
120 days (seasonal operation) around an open-loop system of 0.02 l s-1 m-1 (pumping rate by unit of 205 
aquifer thickness) operating in an aquifer with moderate groundwater flow velocity (1 m d-1), and the 206 
result is illustrated in Figure 2a. Further details on model parameter values selected for this example 207 
are given in the appendix (Table A.1). The result shows that the thermal capture probability is close to 208 
1 near the location of the production well and it decreases in the upstream direction. Since the adapted 209 
PAHM (Eq. 18) is only defined for the upstream, the thermal capture probability cannot be calculated 210 
downstream and thus here was set to 0 for x > 0. According to Fig. 2a, after 120 days, the probability 211 
of capture reaches about 10 % at 52 m upstream of the production well. This means that if a heat 212 
quantity is injected in the aquifer at this upstream location, 10 % of this energy is abstracted by the 213 
production well of the injection well before 120 days. 214 

Assuming that abstracted groundwater should not be altered, for instance, by more than ∆����, Eq. (8) 215 
can be reformulated to calculate the maximal acceptable power that can be extracted from the 216 

upstream, wxyz�: 217 

wxyz�(3, 4) =  ∆���� ∙ �� ∙ ���{�(3, 4, 	 = 120 days) 
(19) 

 218 

Figure 2: Illustration of (a) capture probabilities and (b) maximal acceptable power (assuming ∆���� = 2K) 219 
around an open-loop system operating in a 2D aquifer with a seepage velocity of 1 m per day. Piezometric 220 
isolines are represented by blue lines; the production well of the doublet is represented by a red dot and the 221 
injection well by a black dot. 222 
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The result is illustrated in Figure 2b. For example, it shows that 52 m upstream of the production well 223 
(white marks in Fig. 2), a new geothermal installation of 2 kW m-1 will alter the abstracted 224 
groundwater of the installation of interest by 2 K after 120 days. Because of the linear relationship 225 

between wxyz� and ∆����, (see Eq. (19)), the maximal acceptable power that would be exploitable 226 

considering another thermal threshold is easily calculable. 227 

 228 

3.2 Closed-loop systems 229 

Several analytical solutions are available to calculate the thermal response of an aquifer to operation of 230 
closed-loop geothermal systems [7]. In this study, the analytical model used to calculate capture 231 
probability around such systems is based on the moving infinite line source theory initially  proposed 232 
by Carslaw and Jaeger [47]. This semi-analytical model allows for the calculation the thermal response 233 
of a line source of infinite length along the vertical direction with a continuous heat flow rate Q�] per 234 
unit length of the BHE in a uniform advective-dispersive flow system. According to Stauffer et al. [7] 235 
the moving infinite line source model considering dispersion (MILD) reads 236 

∆�(3, 4, 	) = Q�R4���>?�,[?�,� exp � ��32?�,[� � ! exp �−Ψ − f 3²?�,[ " 4²?�,�l ��j16?�,[Ψ� dΨΨ
�

�²c&�,��o J²c&�,��
 

(20) 

with: 237 

�� = � *�� )� 
(21) 

?�,[/� = ��� " Z[/��� 
(22) 

To calculate probability fields upstream of heat extracting closed-loop systems, Eq. (20) is rearranged. 238 
For this, again reverse flow is described by replacing 3 with −3. In addition to that, Q�R is expressed as 239 
the power per unit length needed to reheat by 1 K the virtual Darcy flow rate (per unit length) crossing 240 
the BHE location: 241 Q�R = 2�(�  (23) 

where K is the hydraulic conductivity, i is the hydraulic gradient, and ( represents the borehole 242 
diameter. This yields the probability field around a borehole located at the origin (3 = 0, 4 = 0): 243 

����� (3, 4, 	) = 2�(��4���>?	,�?	,� exp �−�	32?	,�� � ! exp �−Ψ − f 3²?	,� " 4²?	,�l �	216?	,�Ψ� dΨΨ
∞

3²4?	,�	" 4²4?	,�	
 

(24) 

Since the probability that a thermal alteration will reach the installation is equal to the sum of 244 
probabilities to reach individual BHEs, we arrive at: 245 

��%(3, 4, 	) = � ����� (3, 4, 	)�  (25) 

For demonstration, similar to the open-loop example above, this adapted MILD model is employed to 246 
quantify the probability of capture after 120 days (seasonal operation) around different BHE 247 
configurations with a diameter ( of 1 m operating in an aquifer with moderate groundwater flow 248 
velocity (1 m d-1). Again, further details on model settings can be found in the appendix (Table A.1). 249 
For a single BHE, the result is illustrated in Figure 3a,b, and it shows that thermal capture probabilities 250 
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near the installation are much lower than for an open-loop system (Figure 2a). For example, 10 m 251 
upstream the BHE, the probability of capture is within a range of 10% - 20% in contrast to 60% - 70% 252 
in the open-loop case. This is explained by the fact that in case of open-loop systems, groundwater 253 
flow locally converges towards the production well, which does not happen for closed-loop systems. 254 

Assuming, equivalent to the example for the open-loop system above, that groundwater should not be 255 
altered by more than ∆���� at BHEs locations, Eq. (10) is reformulated to calculate the maximal 256 

acceptable power wxy����  that can be exploited around each BHE (k): 257 

wxy���� (3, 4) =  ∆���� ∙ �& ∙ ������� (3, 4, 	 = 120 days) 
(26) 

 258 

Then, to protect all BHE within the PTA from a temperature alteration, the maximal acceptable power 259 wxy�% that can be exploited around the installation reads: 260 

wxy�%(3, 4, 	) = min� (wxy���� (3, 4, 	)) (27) 

The result is illustrated in Figure 3b for a single BHE, assuming ∆���� = 2K. It shows that for 261 
example 60 m upstream of the BHE, a hypothetical new geothermal installation of 3 kW m-1 alters the 262 
temperature in the vicinity of the installation of interest by 2 K after 120 days. The probability of 263 
capture and the maximal acceptable power that can be exploited depends on the configuration, when 264 
multiple BHEs are implemented. This is illustrated in different examples with six BHEs in Fig. 3. If 265 
the BHEs are aligned perpendicularly to the groundwater flow direction (Fig. 3c,d), the capture zone 266 
becomes wider, whereas the zone is elongated when arranged in line with the groundwater flow 267 
direction (Fig. 3e,f). The intermediate case with a common lattice arrangement is depicted in Fig. 3g,h. 268 
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 269 

 270 

 271 

Figure 3: Illustration of capture probabilities and maximal acceptable power after 120 days around different 272 
BHEs configurations operating in a 2D aquifer with a seepage velocity of 1 m per day (assuming ∆���� = 2K). 273 
Piezometric isolines are represented by blue lines and BHE are represented by red dots. (a, b) single BHE, (c, d) 274 
field of six BHEs perpendicular to the groundwater flow direction, (e,f) field of six BHEs in line with the 275 
groundwater flow direction and (g, h) field of six BHEs organized as a rectangular grid. 276 
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4 Applications 277 

4.1 Multiple open geothermal installations in the city of Lyon (France) 278 

The selected studied area of 4 km² is located in Lyon (France) (45.75°N/4.85°E). The hydrogeologic 279 
characteristics of this sector were previously investigated [48, 49]. In this urban area, the groundwater 280 
flows under unconfined conditions with a regional hydraulic gradient of 0.2% through a 25 m thick 281 
fluvial deposit with an effective porosity of 20% and a hydraulic conductivity of 0.001 m s-1. In this 282 
sector, piezometric levels are influenced by underground structures and particularly by four 283 
underground car parks equipped with draining and reinjection systems. Open-loop systems in Lyon 284 
have been investigated since 2012 by the French Geological Survey [50]. In our studied area, six open 285 
geothermal installations are reported with maximal pumping rates ranging from 1.5 to 16.5 l s-1 and 286 
inducing a temperature difference ranging from 5 to 12 K. These installations are only used for 287 
temporal cooling in summer. 288 

To prevent long-term interferences with new installations, probabilities of capture are calculated 289 
around these installations using the PAHM considering five years of operation at the maximal power 290 
(Fig. 4a). Then, the maximal acceptable power for any new installation to avoid interference is 291 
obtained by the four following steps: 292 

- A background maximal acceptable power (BMAP) is calculated. This considers an 293 
acceptable drawdown  (¡, 	) of 1 m, at a distance of 1 m from a production well, and 294 
after one week of operation. First, the Theis equation (Eq. 28) is employed to determine 295 
the maximal pumping rate �: 296 

 (¡, 	) = .c¢∙£∙¤ ¥(�) with � = ¦q∙§c∙£∙¤∙� and ¥(�) =   ¤st^ d)o�z  (28) 

This is used to determine BMAP considering a standard temperature difference of 297 ∆�̈ =10 K between the production and the injection well, a volumetric heat capacity of 298 
water of � = 4.18 106 J m-3 s-1; this gives approximately BMAP = 1000 kW: 299 BMAP(3, 4) = � ∙ �� ∙ (�0 − ��*) (29) 

- The second step considers thermal capture probabilities to determine the maximal 300 

acceptable power upstream of a given installation k, wxyz��  using Eq. (19). This equation 301 

is applied assuming that ∆���� = 22 (the maximal temperature alteration allowed at the 302 
production well), and �(	 = 5 years), which is the probability of a thermal change to 303 
reach the production well within 5 years of operation. 304 

- Because the PAHM is not defined downstream of production wells, a third step is 305 
implemented to avoid an important gap of maximal acceptable power between the area at 306 
x’ > 0 and the area at x’ < 0 (where (±x’) represents the regional direction of flow). This 307 
third step is calculating the maximal acceptable power downstream from an installation k 308 

(wxȳ  � ). This calculation is based on the non-recycling criteria of open-loop systems 309 
formulated by Lippmann and Tsang [6]. Accordingly, production and injection wells of a 310 
doublet should be separated by a distance � to avoid thermal recycling: 311 � ≥  2 ∙ ��2 ∙ � ∙ S ∙ � 

 (30) 

 312 
Given the standard temperature difference ∆�̈ = 10 K, we get  313 wxȳ  � (3, 4) =  � ∙ 2 ∙ � ∙ S ∙ �2 ∙ ∆�̈  

 
 

(31) 
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where � represents the distance between the production well and the point location (3, 4).  314 

- The three previous steps are then applied on a regular grid with cells of 2 m × 2 m by 315 
looping over the six production wells and over the nodes of the grid. The result of this 316 
process is illustrated in Fig. 4b. The final expression of the maximal acceptable power 317 
(MAP) is given by 318 wxy(3, 4) =  min� (BMAP(3, 4), wxȳ  � (3, 4), wxyz�� (3, 4))    (32) 

  

 319 

Figure 4: a) Capture probabilities around multiple installations in Lyon (France). Piezometric isolines (from 320 
Attard et al. [48]) are represented in blue (0.5 m step) and local groundwater flow direction is indicated by black 321 
doted arrows. b) Maximal acceptable power for a new installation. The grid cells are 200 m × 200 m. 322 

4.2 Delineation of thermal protection perimeters 323 

Figure 4 shows that the results given by local application of analytical solutions strongly depend on 324 
the local groundwater flow direction. Furthermore, urban underground characteristics (e.g. 325 
underground structures, heterogeneous recharge) can compromise the spatial representativeness of 326 
results offered by analytical solutions. In that case, the flexibility of numerical modelling can help to 327 
provide a better accuracy of flow systems in urban area by a more comprehensive integration of 328 
underground complexity. 329 

Here, a numerical simulation was performed to determine the maximal acceptable power that can be 330 
exploited around an open-loop installation located in an area of Lyon where groundwater flow is 331 
disturbed by several impervious underground constructions. The 2D modelling procedure consists of 332 
solving transient heat transport and flow equations for the entire studied area. Groundwater flow and 333 
heat transport are simulated using the finite element based software FEFLOW [51].  334 

The first step of the modelling process consists in simulating steady groundwater flows over the area 335 
of interest. The modelling configuration used is illustrated in Fig. 5a and the parametrization is 336 
detailed in the appendix (Table A.1).  Both abstraction (red dot) and injection (black dot) wells are 337 
represented by the numerical model. The doublet has an average annual pumping rate of QP = 4.5 l s-1 338 
which is assigned as a well boundary condition at the abstraction and injection locations. Impervious 339 
underground constructions are delineated by no-flux boundaries. The size of the elements ranges from 340 
several centimetres near underground constructions and wells to about a meter near to the domain 341 
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boundaries. For further details on the model sensitivity and calibration, readers are referred to previous 342 
papers focusing on the construction of this numerical model [48, 49].  343 

The second step consists in reversing the flow direction over the studied area. Flow reversion can be 344 
done by inverting the sign of every flow boundary conditions values. In that case, water particles move 345 
from downstream to upstream; inlet becomes outlet and vice versa. Finally, the third step consists in 346 
quantifying the thermal probability of capture around the production well in the steady reverse flow 347 
field. A heat source boundary condition (19 kW) is assigned to the well location in the model. This 348 
heat source represents the power needed to alter abstracted groundwater by ∆T = 1 K. Then, the 349 
divergence form of the heat transport equation is solved assuming a reverse steady flow situation. The 350 
transient heat transport simulation time is set 5 years. The heat transport is assumed to be stabilized 351 
after that time which is in line with previous heat transport simulations made with this numerical 352 
model [49]. 353 

The resulting capture probability and the maximal acceptable power that can be exploited in the 354 
vicinity of the installation are illustrated in Figure 5. The simulation results show that the shape of 355 
capture probability fringes is highly influenced by underground impervious structures. Figure 5b also 356 
reveals that around the production well of the receptor doublet, groundwater flow is influenced by the 357 
existing injection well of another geothermal installation located 330 m in the upstream. This 358 
installation operates with a maximal injection flow rate of 6.8 l s-1. However, the probability of heat 359 
capture at the doublet before 5 years is lower than 1%. This means that the injection well has no 360 
significant influence on the temperature of abstracted groundwater by the doublet. 361 
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 362 

Figure 5 a) Study site in Lyon with boundary conditions and flow configuration; b) thermal capture probabilities 363 
around the geothermal installation (numerical approach); c) maximal acceptable power in the vicinity of the 364 
geothermal doublet installation. 365 

Discussion and conclusions 366 

The presented methodology is intended to prevent thermal interference between both open- and 367 
closed-loop systems. To our knowledge, this is the first generalized methodology that includes both 368 
geothermal variants and allows the mapping of a technical geothermal potential accounting for 369 
interference. It relies on the theory of transfer functions in hydrogeology which was suggested to heat 370 
transport problems by Milnes and Perrochet [44] to assess the impact of thermal feedback and 371 
recycling within single geothermal well doublets. Here, the application of this theory was extended to 372 
the calculation of the probability of thermal capture around neighbouring installations. It allows for the 373 
understanding of where the extracted heat is coming from and what the heat contribution of various 374 
neighbouring sources would be. By linking a thermal threshold with capture probability, this 375 
methodology allows us to continuously and spatially quantify the compatibility between existing and 376 
planned new geothermal installations. This is not feasible by mapping thermal plumes caused by 377 
existing installations as done in common practice.   378 

Two analytical models, PAHM and MILD are adapted to calculate thermal capture probabilities 379 
around respectively open- and closed-loop geothermal systems. It should be noted that the presented 380 
methodology can be applied using any other analytical solutions depending on the aim of a study, 381 
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scale (e.g. 2D, 3D) and the hydrogeological context. For example, in case of open-loop systems, 382 
Pophillat et al. [37] showed that the radial heat transport model by Guimerà et al. [52] is suitable under 383 

slow groundwater velocities (∼0 m d-1). The linear heat transport model by Kinzelbach [53] addresses 384 

high groundwater velocities (∼10 m d-1). In case of closed-loop systems, analytical solutions based on 385 
the moving finite line source theory [36, 54, 55] are available, and recent developments enable for the 386 
determination of  the thermal response of closed-loop systems in three dimension and also resolve in 387 
detail the heat between underground and atmosphere [56-58]. 388 

The implementation of the PAHM illustrates how capture probabilities can help to manage multiple 389 
geothermal installations at the scale of an urbanized area of a few square kilometres. However, 390 
because the calculation of capture probabilities relies on an assumption of steady-state hydraulic 391 
conditions, the interpretation of the maximal power that can be exploited around the installation is 392 
valid only when the hydraulic disturbance caused by the planned new installation is marginal. In case 393 
of significant change of the groundwater flow regime, this needs to be accounted for; for example, by 394 
using numerical simulation prediction and revision of the original piezometric map.  395 

In addition, it is obvious that the results given by this approach have a strong dependency on local 396 
groundwater flow directions. Consequently, the technical geothermal potential maps that can be 397 
obtained by this approach need to be revised when the groundwater regime changes. This is the case, 398 
for example, when a (massive) new underground structure is built.  399 

Finally, because the application of this methodology can have consequences on regulatory geothermal 400 
licensing, the uncertainty in the delineation of management areas around installations has to be fully 401 
addressed. In this regard, Chow et al. [38] explained that the approach based on the calculation of 402 
capture probabilities is adapted to the representation of local scale uncertainties, especially because 403 
this calculation builds upon the macrodispersion theory. This makes the assessment of thermal 404 
dispersivity coefficients particularly crucial. However, for the delineation of protection perimeters 405 
around water supply wells, they showed that large scale uncertainties can be addressed by modeling 406 
and comparing a few numbers of realistic scenarios. 407 
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Appendix 411 

Table A.1 : Parameter values for the analytical and numerical models 412 

Model settings Analytical 
model 
PAHM 
(Section 
3.2) 

Analytical 
model 
MILS 
(Section 
3.2) 

Numerical 
model 
(Section 
4.2) 

Simulation time  120 days 5 years 

S : Aquifer thickness (m) 2D - horizontal 25 

* : Effective porosity (%) 20 
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2: Hydraulic conductivity (m s-1) 10-3 

�: Hydraulic gradienta 2.3 × 10-3 - 

Z[: Londitudinal dispersivity (m) 5 

Z�: Transversal dispersivity (m) 0.5 

±  : Volumetric heat capacity of 
water (MJ m-3 K-1) 

4.2 

±¨: Volumetric heat capacity of 
solid (MJ m-3 K-1) 

2.52 

� : Thermal conductivity of fluid 
(J m-1 s-1 K-1) 

0.65 

�¨: Thermal conductivity of solid 
(J m-1 s-1 K-1) 

3 

��: Thermal conductivity of the 
porous mediaa (J m-1 s-1 K-1) 

2.24 

a This parameter was assigned only for the analytical scenarios.413 
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